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Abstract

We detail current limitations of GILL, and suggest possible directions to alleviate1

this in future work. We also describe the broader impact of our work, including2

possible applications, risks, and intended uses. Finally, we provide more quantita-3

tive and qualitative evaluations, including results on deciding whether to retrieve4

or generate, results on the effect of increasing context on VisDial, text-to-image5

generation results on MS-COCO, and present more qualitative samples from GILL.6

A Limitations7

GILL relies on an LLM backbone for many of its capabilities. As such, it also inherits many of the8

limitations that are typical of LLMs. One limitation is the potential for hallucinations [2], where9

the model generates content that is false or not relevant to the input data. Another limitation of the10

model in generating text is in repetitions and neural text degeneration [12], where the model generates11

the same content multiple times. We also observed that the OPT-6.7B model also does not always12

consistently generate coherent dialogue text.13

These limitations may be addressed by techniques that address hallucinations and degenerations in14

text-only LLMs, or by using improved LLMs that are less prone to these issues. In GILL, we used15

a 6.7B model. In the future, it will be valuable to scale up the approach with even larger LMs, or16

those trained with improved objectives [25], instruction finetuning [26] or human feedback [19].17

Depending on downstream applications, using models trained explicitly on dialogue data [7] may18

also be helpful for dialogue capabilities (e.g., deploying multimodal chatbots).19

With regards to the visual models, another limitation of our approach is in its limited visual processing.20

At the moment, we use only k = 4 visual vectors to represent each input image (due to computational21

constraints), which may not capture all the relevant visual information needed for downstream tasks.22

These vectors are produced by a frozen pre-trained visual encoder, and so the visual information in23

the vectors is heavily constrained by the pre-training task. As a result, the model may not always24

process images correctly or in enough detail to produce accurate or high-quality results. However,25

this limitation can potentially be addressed in the future by scaling up the visual model, using models26

with varied pre-training objectives that encode more visual information while still being mappable to27

the hidden space of the LLM, or using more sophisticated visual mappings [1, 15] that can capture a28

richer set of visual features. Similarly, we observed during inference that our model sometimes does29

not generate relevant images for certain types of prompts. We attribute this to our finetuning dataset30

being CC3M, which is relatively small compared to modern large scale image-text datasets [24]. It is31

likely that training GILLMapper on an even larger corpus of text data will improve its alignment to32

the image generation backbone.33

One of the advantages of our model is that it is modular, and can benefit from stronger visual and34

language models released in the future. It is likely that it will also benefit from stronger text-to-image35
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generation backbones, or through finetuning the generation backbone rather than just the GILLMapper36

module. We leave such scaling explorations for future work.37

B Broader Impact38

AI Assistants Recent advances in dialogue based chatbots have sparked interest in using LLMs for39

interactive conversational applications. GILL is a multimodal language model capable of processing40

image and text inputs, and producing image and text outputs. These capabilities may enable a wider41

range of applications. For example, AI assistants which can produce image and text outputs would be42

able to answer a wider range of queries, providing visual content when necessary to illustrate certain43

points. Concrete applications may include creative endeavors (e.g., iteratively refining a generated44

image with instructions), answering questions that benefit from visual outputs (e.g., describing food45

items), and more. Scaling GILL and refining it with methods such as reinforcement learning from46

human feedback (RLHF) [14] are promising directions to improve the capabilities of multimodal AI47

assistant systems.48

Disinformation and Harms Aside from the technical limitations detailed in Sec. A, there are49

broader societal issues that should be considered with the development of generative models of50

text and images. LLMs have the potential to generate plausible sounding (but false) text [10, 2],51

propagating disinformation at scale. As GILL uses an LLM backbone, it is also susceptible to52

these potential issues. Furthermore, as multimodal generative models which can also produce image53

content, models such as GILL also introduce potential issues with producing even more convincing54

disinformation through interleaving text with realistic generated images. As GILL makes use of an55

image generation backbone, it is also susceptible to the risks that typical text-to-image generation56

models introduce, such as generating false images of real people. These harms may possibly be57

mitigated by introducing watermarking into generated images [17, 28], or by deploying systems to58

detect generated images [5].59

Bias and Safety GILL makes use of pretrained LLMs and multimodal models (such as CLIP [20]60

and Stable Diffusion [22]), which are trained on large, noisy, Internet-scraped data (such as LAION-61

400M [24]). Due to their curation process, these datasets often contain undesired biases, malignant62

stereotypes (see [3] for a comprehensive discussion on large scaled multimodal datasets). One63

advantage of GILL is that it is efficient to train and completely modular, allowing its components64

(i.e., the LLM, visual encoder, or image generator) to be swapped out for other pretrained models (for65

example, models which have been further calibrated to reduce unintended biases).66

Intended Uses GILL is a research prototype which showcases possible capabilities of multimodal67

language models which can both process and produce image and text outputs. Due to the limitations68

described above, GILL is not in its current state intended for deployment in practical applications,69

especially in high risk or sensitive domains without further analysis. At its current model scale (a70

6.7B parameter LLM), GILL also lacks many of the abilities of larger language models [4], and71

applications would likely benefit from increased scaling of the LLM and visual models.72

C Deciding to Generate or Retrieve73

As detailed in Sec. 3.3 of the main paper, we evaluate several models on the annotated Par-74

tiPrompts [27] dataset. Each prompt is annotated with one of two labels: “ret” or “gen”, indicating75

whether image retrieval or image generation produces a more appropriate image for the corresponding76

prompt. For example, the prompt “a portrait of a statue of the Egyptian god Anubis wearing aviator77

goggles, white t-shirt and leather jacket, flying over the city of Mars.” is labeled as “gen”, as there are78

(understandably) no appropriate images in the CC3M retrieval set, and generation produces a more79

relevant output. In contrast, “the geyser Old Faithful” is labeled as “ret,” as there are very relevant80

candidate images available for this prompt. We evaluate several models for making this decision on81

the validation set (Tab. 1), evaluating using F1 score given the class imbalance of the dataset (20182

“gen”, 110 “ret” in the validation set labels):83

1. Baselines: We measure the F1 score of several baseline methods, which provide a lower84

bound for how well data-driven approaches can do. We find that always retrieving an image,85
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Table 1: Results on PartiPrompts for classifying retrieval or generation.

Method F1
Always retrieve 0.267
Always generate 0.389
Random 0.451
Heuristic 0.261 – 0.559
Linear classifier 0.393 – 0.552
Human performance 0.851

always generating an image, or simply deciding randomly (with a prior proportional to class86

frequencies) achieve F1 scores of 0.267, 0.389, and 0.451 respectively.87

2. Heuristic: We also consider a simple heuristic which considers the maximum cosine88

similarity of the retrieval embedding against the entire image candidate set (i.e., the training89

set of CC3M). We run a grid search from 0 to 1 for possible threshold values. Whenever the90

maximum cosine similarity is above a threshold, we return “ret” and “gen” otherwise. This91

achieves an F1 of 0.261 – 0.559, depending on the threshold used (a threshold of 0.5 gives92

F1 of 0.261).93

3. Linear classifier: Lastly, we train a linear classifier that takes as input the outputs of the94

LLM for the [IMG] tokens and the maximum cosine similarity. This classifier is trained95

with the binary cross-entropy loss over the training set of PartiPrompts annotations. This96

linear classifier achieves an F1 score of between 0.393 – 0.552, depending on the probability97

threshold used (a threshold of 0.5 gives an F1 score of 0.547).98

We use the linear classifier in our final model, as it requires less hyperparameter tuning compared99

to the heuristic baseline, and performs comparably on quantitative metrics. During generation of100

qualitative samples (Fig. 1 and Fig. 5 in the main paper), we observed that the linear classifier101

generally performed well for many prompts, and decided correctly whether to retrieve or generate.102

D Qualitative Results103

We present further qualitative samples in Fig. 1. We find that GILL is able to process complex104

text prompts more effectively than Stable Diffusion for many examples in PartiPrompts [27]. On105

VisDial [8] dialogue inputs, GILL is able to generate more relevant outputs (as measured against106

groundtruth images). We attribute these improved results to the stronger text representations of the107

LLM, and the effectiveness of our GILLMapper network.108

E Other Evaluations109

E.1 Increasing Context on VisDial110

GILL leverages an LLM backbone, which allows it to inherit some of the LLM’s capabilities, such111

as improved sensitivity to long input contexts. In the main paper, we showed that GILL can better112

condition on longer image and text inputs to generate more relevant images for VIST [13]. We run a113

similar experiment on Visual Dialogue [8], varying the number of dialogue rounds provided as input114

context to GILL and Stable Diffusion (SD) [22].115

The results are presented in Fig. 2. We find that when longer text context is provided to both models,116

the performance of generating relevant images steadily improves. Interestingly, SD performance117

plateaus after 6 rounds of dialogue, while GILL continues to improve, outperforming SD when 7118

or more rounds of dialogue are provided. These results showcase the improved sensitivity of our119

model to conditioning on long, dialogue-like text. Despite both approaches using the same image120

generation backbone, GILL is able to better make use of longer dialogue-text inputs (despite being121

only finetuned on image caption data).122
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Visual Dialogue
Our model can process long, dialogue-like text inputs to generate more relevant images compared to non-LLM based text-to-image generation models.

Comparison Against Stable Diffusion
GILLMapper allows our model to map effectively to the SD image generation backbone, outperforming or matching SD for many examples from PartiPrompts.

Multimodal Dialogue
Our model can decide when to return retrieved images, generated images, or text, allowing it to respond effectively to a wider variety of dialogue settings.

Retrieved GeneratedUser prompts

VisDial Inputs

Q: is the 
man alone?
A: yes, 
the man is 
alone

Q: is it 
sunny 
outside?
A: no, it is 
not sunny 
outside

1 2

“A dignified beaver wearing glasses, a 
vest, and colorful neck tie. He stands 

next to a tall stack of books in a library.”

Stable Diffusion Ours

“Snow mountain and tree reflection in the lake”
Stable Diffusion Ours

“A drop-top sports car coming around a bend 
in the road”

Stable Diffusion Ours

I am opening a pet shop, 
what would be a good logo 
for my business?

This is nice. What about a 
picture of a dog instead?

Can it be more colourful 
to attract customers?

I want to paint a landscape 
with mountains and a river. 
Can you help me find some 
inspiration?

I’m not sure

Can you show me 
some with horses?

What about something 
more abstract?

I'm looking for some fashion 
inspiration for my upcoming 
vacation to Hawaii. Can you 
help me find some ideas?

I prefer outfits that are 
more modest

I'm a big fan

These are all so stylish! Can 
you also show me some 
summer dresses that would be 
perfect for my vacation

What would be a matching 
outfit for my dog?

I'm a big fan

I need inspiration for my bridal 
hairstyle in a garden wedding.

That's lovely, can you 
show me a braided look?

I love the idea of a garden 
wedding, but I think you 
should go with

What outfit would go 
well with this look?

I love braids, but I think 
you should go with

I think you should go 
with a white dress

What hair accessories 
should I wear?

I think you should wear a 
headband

Q: what color 
is the 
snowboard?
A: the 
snowboard is 
grey in color

3

Q: is the man 
wearing a 
cap?
A: the man is 
wearing a 
black cap

4

...

Q: what color 
are the 
glasses?
A: the glasses 
are white in 
color

8

Q: can you 
see the sky?
A: no it's 
totally dark

9

Q: does it 
look like he's 
having fun?
A: he seems to 
be enjoying

10

GroundtruthOursStable Diffusion

VisDial Inputs

Q: what color 
are the dogs?
A: 1 of the dog 
is white and the 
other dog is 
light brown

1

...

Q: are they 
standing in 
grass?
A: no, they 
are standing 
on dirt

8

Q: are they 
looking at each 
other?
A: no, they are 
facing away from 
each other

9

Q: do they 
seem like they 
like each 
other?
A: can't tell

10

Groundtruth

Q: can you tell what 
breed they are?
A: i can't really 
tell what breed they 
are, perhaps german 
shepherd

2

OursStable Diffusion

Q: are they 
both wearing 
a hat?
A: only 1 is 
wearing a hat

3

VisDial Inputs

Q: is this a 
single 
person 
bathroom?
A: yes, it 
is

1

...

Q: is there 
a mirror?
A: yes, 
there is

8

Q: is it big 
or small?
A: it is a 
long full 
length mirror

9

Q: what 
color are 
the walls?
A: they are 
beige

10

Groundtruth

Q: is there 
toilet 
paper?
A: not that 
i can see

2

OursStable Diffusion

Q: what 
color is 
the 
toilet?
A: it is 
white 3

Q: is the seat 
up or down?
A: there isn't 
a seat at all

4

Stable Diffusion Ours
“A raccoon wearing formal clothes, wearing a top hat 
and holding a cane. The raccoon is holding a garbage 

bag. Oil painting in the style of Vincent Van Gogh.”

“a group of penguins in a snowstorm”
Stable Diffusion Ours

“A tornado made of sharks crashing into a 
skyscraper. painting in the style of watercolor.”

Stable Diffusion Ours

Figure 1: Further qualitative samples from GILL. It is more sensitive to text inputs due to its LLM
backbone, and better at processing complex text prompts.
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Figure 2: Performance of our model and Stable Diffu-
sion [22] with increasing context for generating VisDial [8]
images. Our model is able to better process long dialogue-
like text descriptions.

Table 2: Zero-shot FID [11] on the
MS-COCO [16] (2014) validation
set. 30,000 random samples are
used to evaluate all models.

Model FID (↓)

GLIDE [18] 12.24
Make-A-Scene [9] 11.84
DALL-E 2 [21] 10.39
LAFITE2 [29] 8.42
Imagen [23] 7.27
Parti [27] 7.23
Re-Imagen [6] 6.88

SD [22] v1.5 9.22
GILL (ours) 12.2

Figure 3: User interface shown to human annotators for annotating PartiPrompts [27] examples.

E.2 Image Generation123

In addition to our evaluations on VIST [13] and VisDial [8], we also run evaluations on our model’s124

ability to generate images from MS-COCO [16] captions (Tab. 2). We generate images using125

30,000 randomly sampled captions from the MS-COCO (2014) validation set, which is the standard126

evaluation of text-to-image generation models. We report zero-shot FID scores [11] of our model,127

Stable Diffusion [22] v1.5 (which we use as our backbone image generator), and several other128

approaches in Tab. 2. For our generation results and SD results, we use a classifier-free guidance129

scaling factor of 3.0 and 250 DDIM inference steps. On MS-COCO, our approach achieves a worse130

FID score than SD (9.22 to 12.2). This is likely because this task does not benefit as much from the131

LLM backbone, which has not been trained on as many image captions as SD (which exclusively132

trains on caption-like data). These numbers will likely improve further by finetuning GILL on even133

more text data (including image captions), which will allow our model to align more closely to the134

input space of the SD image generator.135

F Human Annotation on PartiPrompts136

In Sec. 3.3 of the main paper, we described the process of annotating PartiPrompts [27] with per-137

example labels to retrieve or generate. The interface shown to human annotators is shown in Fig. 3.138

Annotators are tasked to determine which of two anonymized images are (1) more relevant to the139

provided prompt, and (2) more realistic. We randomize the order of the two images as well (i.e., the140

output of the retrieval model shows up 50% of the time as Image A).141
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We show each example to 5 independent human annotators. For determining whether to label a142

particular example as “ret” or “gen”, we take the majority vote of the 5 annotators on the image143

relevance question (“Is image A or image B more relevant to the above caption?”), and only keep144

the examples with an inter-annotator agreement of at least 4/5. This results in approximately 900145

examples remaining (out of the 1,632 examples in PartiPrompts). Our annotations will be publicly146

released to facilitate future evaluations on this task.147

We conducted evaluations on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform with human annotators located148

in the US and Canada. Annotators were paid at an estimated hourly rate of 15 USD per hour. In total,149

we spent approximately 326 USD to collect these annotations.150
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